NORDIC DESIGN
M E E TS M I A M I T RO P I C A L O N T H E T E R RAC E
Poolside brilliance
When the temperature reaches tropical heights, the best place
to be is outdoors – in a cool breeze an arm’s length away from
a refreshing dip in the pool. The organic shapes of the Nest
series exude relaxation and generous comfort – and, now,
Cane-line is launching this informal lounge series in exclusive
white.
A passion for relaxing outdoors life with all the glorious things
that come with it in the shape of proximity and intimacy in
beautiful surroundings? No-one expresses all of this better than
Danish Cane-line. For decades, furniture manufacturer Cane-line
has created the ultimate in luxury outdoor furniture for the global
audience. Note too that the furniture retains its exclusive
expression year after year with just a minimum of care.

Nest Outdoor
Design: Foersom & Hiort-Lorenzen MDD
Seat and seat back cushions (except Round chair) with a core of
QuickDryFoam® and Cane-line Natté covers.
Colour seat cushions: White

Cane-line has now updated Nest, a retro-inspired, high-end series of furniture, with an exclusive
white-on-white version – strongly inspired by the laid-back lifestyle and joie de vivre of sunny
destinations like Miami, Dubai and Rio de Janeiro. In Denmark, the weave furniture tradition dates
back to the 1960s. Since then, Cane-line has refined and updated its designs, creating them in
materials that can withstand many years outside – in a palette of colours that focus on a lighter,
more natural scale.
Danish design duo Foersom & Hiort-Lorenzen MDD has created this beautiful, hand-weaved lounge
furniture. In the new, tropical version, intricate weaving patterns are faithfully recreated in white
Cane-line Weave® on a matching white aluminium frame. Both materials require only minimal
maintenance.
Cane-line Weave® is both colourfast and UV-resistant – even in bright sunlight. The special,
innovative selection of these materials for weave and frame was essential to recreate the Nest
series in this exclusive white-on-white version.
If you wish to create a comfortable, stylish and roomy outdoor lounge in your outdoor space, you
can combine the three-seater sofa, two-seater sofa and lounge chair with, of course, the charming
Round chair. The Nest series has cushions with Cane-line’s unique Quick Dry & Airflow system
covered in Cane-line Natté fabric, where the QuickDryFoam® ensures that the cushions dry
surprisingly quickly after rain – and withstand many years outdoors in all weathers.

Cane-line – life made comfortable
For over 30 years, Cane-line has repeatedly pushed the boundaries in outdoor furniture. Cane-line has
an innovative knack of combining materials and applying new technologies. Add Cane-line’s
uncompromising approach to comfort and it is obvious why the Danish design company is one of the
world’s leading producers of outdoor furniture and accessories. Cane-line produces the vast majority of
its designs at its own factory in Indonesia. Cane-line’s approach and activities have earned the company
several internationally recognised environmental certifications. Cane-line believes that responsibility
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for the environment and people always matter more than design and furniture production. For further
information, visit cane-line.com.

